Q1) The following diagram:

HTTP: hyper text trasfare protocol;
HTTPS: hyper text trasfare protocol Secure;
ISP: internet service provider;
DNS: domain name server;
IP: internet protocol (ex. 190.23.1.1);
Q2) The website that I have been visiting the most lately is:  

**WWW.URCourses.Uregina.ca**

Pros:

The Urcourses is one of the simplest web sites that I have used lately.

It uses a Flat layout, with simple nice looking theme bright colors (yellow headers, white background)

The Urcourses uses a full page and making it easy for the student to select what he/she want fast and without navigating a lot through the web.

This make the web appealing and also easy to navigate and light to load since it doesn’t load heavy content such as high resolution picture for background and unnecessary stuff that aren’t practical for such web.
The first page in the student account is highly editable by the student, in other words, the student can choose to resort his/her courses the way they like, the navigation sidebar can be hidden to provide the student with the full use of the wide page to see their content and make it more helpful while studying. It also allow for customizing the account by adding hobbies and uploading a profile picture.

The urcourses allow communication between students and professor through that live chat box and through and imbedded Email service. This is also linked to the student email address, so that the student would be notified if an email were received.

Cons:

The header bar looks nice but the bright color header (Yellow) with a (white) text on top does not make the best color combination. It they are a litter hard to see. (but this is just a minor problem).